Binding properties of the stilbene disulfonate sites on human erythrocyte AE1: kinetic, thermodynamic, and solid state deuterium NMR analyses.
A novel stilbene disulfonate, 4-trimethylammonium-4'-isothiocyanostilbene-2,2'-disulfonic acid (TIDS), has been chemically synthesized, and the interaction of this probe with human erythrocyte anion exchanger (AE1) was characterized. Covalent labeling of intact erythrocytes by [N(+)((14)CH(3))(3)]TIDS revealed that specific modification of AE1 was achieved only after removal of other ligand binding sites by external trypsinization. Following proteolysis, (1.2 +/- 0.4) x 10(6) TIDS binding sites per erythrocyte could be blocked by prior treatment with 4,4'-diisothiocyanostilbene-2,2'-disulfonic acid (DIDS), a highly specific inhibitor of AE1. Inhibition of sulfate equilibrium exchange by TIDS in whole cells was described by a Hill coefficient of 1.10 +/- 0.06, which reduced to 0.51 +/- 0.01 following external trypsinization. The negative cooperativity of TIDS binding following external trypsinization suggests that trypsin-sensitive proteins modulate allosteric coupling between AE1 monomers. Thermodynamic analysis revealed that TIDS binding induces smaller conformational changes in AE1 than is observed following DIDS binding. The similar inhibitory potencies of both TIDS (IC(50) = 0.71 +/- 0.48 microM) and DIDS (IC(50) = 0.2 microM) imply that there is no correlation between the ability of stilbene disulfonates to arrest anion exchange function and the magnitude of ligand-induced conformational changes in AE1. Solid state (2)H NMR analysis of a [N(+)(CD(3))(3)]TIDS-AE1 complex in both unoriented and macroscopically oriented membranes revealed that large amplitude "wobbling" motions describe ligand dynamics. The data are consistent with a model where TIDS bound to AE1 is located exofacially in contact with the bulk aqueous phase.